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Barrie Randle has traveled across Canada and parts of the United States with his sensational portrayal of the great "Roy Orbison". He is without doubt one of the best "Roy Orbison" impressionists in North America. He delivers hits like "Crying" and "Running Scared" with an incredibly wide ranging voice mirroring the remarkable persona of "Roy Orbison".
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Bruce J Memphis

Memphis is considered by many as one of the best Elvis tribute acts around.

He has performed in several shows in the lower mainland and most recently was awarded this year's "Peoples Choice" in Penticton's Elvis Festival.
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Recently featured on Global TV and Breakfast Television, the buzz is getting out about the surprising, and astonishing abilities of these three young virtuosos. With their unique, operatic interpretations, they bring a sense of 'classy romanticism' into the mainstream.
Jack Overbury says there's a little bit of “Elvis within” all of us. But this Port Coquitlam man seems to have it more than most. Overbury sounds and moves like the King himself. Jack does a superb job at recreating that special magic and spirit of a live Elvis performance.

Jack Overbury
Dynamically charged and inspiring, this talented songwriter creates her magic from beautiful Vancouver, British Columbia but for years has been mesmerizing audiences with her original songs locally as well as abroad as she switches effortlessly between POP, R&B, JAZZ and LATIN grooves. In 2000, Jayne displayed her sultry voice in the motion picture, DUETS, alongside long-time friend, MICHAEL BUBLE, and actress, GWYNETH PALTROW.
Neil Tolentino

"A truly romantic balladeer, a throwback saloon singer and recognized as Vancouver's very own Frank Sinatra"

The Man with the Golden Voice

Neil Tolentino whose singing style has withstood the test of time, has performed and entertained all types of audiences with his humor and vocal styling in many parts of the world

NEILTOLENTINO.COM
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BORN IN DUNCAN BC, RAISED IN VANCOUVER BC, PAT STARTED CLASSICAL VOICE TRAINING AT THE AGE OF 17.

PAT CAN BE HEARD SINGING THE STANDARDS WITH A SMOOTH CROONING STYLE OR BROADWAY SONGS WITH POWER AND SOUL AT FUNCTIONS IN VANCOUVER AND LOWER MAINLAND AREA AND SOON AROUND THE WORLD. HIS LOOKS, VOICE AND ENTERTAINING ABILITIES MAKE HIM AN IMPORTANT TALENT TO WATCH.

PATMILINO.COM
Paul Clifford is a Canadian Idol Ticket winner who reached the top 22 in this season’s competition. Paul is originally from the UK. He moved to Port Moody, B.C. when he was 19. Paul is inspired by a variety of musicians and performers, including Dave Matthews, Freddy Mercury of Queen and Dave Grohl of the Foo Fighters; his own voice is often compared to that of fellow B.C. musician Bryan Adams.
SARA LYNN'S DEBUT CD, "THING FOR YOU," HAS EVERYONE TALKING ABOUT THE POWERFUL NEW VOICE AND GREAT SONGWRITING OF A STRIKING NEW ARTIST MAKING HER MARK. "THING FOR YOU" INTRODUCES SARA LYNN.

HAILING FROM COQUITLAM, BC, SARA HAS LONG LOVED AND BEEN INSPIRED BY A VARIETY OF ARTISTS, FROM FLEETWOOD MAC TO TOM PETTY.

SARALYNNMUSIC.COM